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Pentecost, 2012
‘I am nobody
I work for a great man’
A short story
by
David Norris

Prologue
Living in France, the challenge for us, if we‟re native speaker of
English, is to make ourselves clearly understood. We may have a
mastery of our mother tongue and at least an O Level in French but an

That‟s our slogan. Of course. We‟re very much pro any kind of ductivity.
Obviously.
“Glad to be of service,” I manage a small, satisfied smile, and listen for a
small, ironic laugh.

unfamiliarity with French idiom and turns-of-phrase may well raise a
smile.

Nothing. Just another “Very good”. Faintly.

Pentecost is about the coming of the Holy Spirit and the gift of

The Great Man might be happy – at last. It‟s hard to be sure because he looks
exhausted. Under his eyes new, darker lines are furrowing the deep tan.
Tomorrow isn‟t the start of his weekend.

speaking in tongues – glossolalia. What was truly extraordinary that
day during the festival of Shavuot in the crowded streets of Jerusalem
was that foreign Jews heard the disciples, now apostles, Galileans to a
man, speaking in their native languages: Greek; Latin; Arabic; Egyptian;

Anyway, I can‟t really tell because yet again he isn‟t there. Only the Little
Whisperer is left standing in the doorway, looking shyly away.

whatever!
In his latest short-story, Dr David Norris is playing with the idea of an
Englishman turning a Frenchman‟s scheduled public speech in English
into what an Englishman would recognise as his native tongue – no

“I‟m sorry, monsieur, but I don‟t think we have been introduced.”
That‟s me speaking this time. There‟s something about the Little Whisperer.
I‟d like to know him better - his name, at least.

mean feat. If communication is the point of language and effective
communication the gift of the Holy Spirit, then here David challenges
us to understand the rich ambiguity of what is going on as he
humorously plays with words and their possible meaning in a foreign
context.
Gareth Randall

“David Norris ?” he says, mildly.
“If you say so,” I reply.
I might just have arrived.
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Behind him Lou appears, sporting a small leather knapsack and a large
leather cap, pushing past the Great Man - his big cigar is glowing brightly now and squeezes breathlessly into my office.

I AM NOBODY. I WORK FOR A GREAT MAN
Ellie‟s voice is husky, urgent and – as always, close to tears.

“Nishe weekend !” says Lou throatily, then kisses me again – twice - and
squeezes out, my eye following, still wondering...

“Can you come to Paris right now ?”

And do I catch a glimpse of Isaac and Ellie and Mimi, all waiting for Lou by
the lift, all smiling contentedly - at the end of another busy week ?

“Oh my god ! I‟m so so sorry. Did I wake you up ?”

“Not really.” It‟s gone midnight.

“Not really.”
The Great Man leans over and picks up the single - I hope the final - sheet of
paper lying on the Xerox lid, under my hand. I let it go. Anyway, it isn‟t
mine.
Puffing on his big cigar he looks at it, for 105 seconds. I know because my eye is
on my watch again. I‟m also counting my heartbeats.
“Good,” he says, once or twice. He looks at me and – he isn‟t ! – he is ! he‟s smiling. At me ! “Zeez eez good.”
Behind him a small voice murmurs “Very good”.

“So you can come ?”
* * *
I‟m on the early train next morning, Friday. In Paris after 9.
A taxi to St Honoré. At the Great Man‟s private offices before 10.
Outside there‟s a brass plaque deeply engraved with his
surname only. The large front doors are tinted glass and wrought-iron
art deco – heavy matt black with swirls of lacquered gold. And locked.
I‟m tapping on them, rattling them, peering through them until a gold-liveried black man appears and opens them up.
“Yes ?”

The Great Man drops the paper back onto the lid and I can see why he‟s
pleased. A single word, thoughtfully written in pencil.

“I‟m David Norris. Ellie Styx is expecting me.”
“Who ?”

Productivity.

“Ellie Styx.”
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“Who‟s that ?”

Something in me goes from blank to dark, and I look down, thinking I might
not answer – not before committing suicide.

I‟m still outside.

“Yes, here I am – whoever that is ?” I want to say.

“I‟m expected.”
“You are Ellie Styx ?”

But before I can look up and not answer, Isaac says it again.

“I‟m David Norris.”
“Here you are !”

“Who‟s that ?”
Still outside.

And he puts a cup of coffee on the paper-feed.

“I‟m working for the Great Man.”
When I do look up, in his place in the doorway stands the Great Man of course.
He‟s absorbed in starting a new cigar.

“Please come in, monsieur.”
* * *
The lift takes me to the second floor, and pushing the doors
open I can see across to four very brightly lit offices - open or halfopen doors, paper-strewn desks, chairs half-facing outwards.

Behind him the Little Whisperer has his little limp hand aloft, waving and
waggling yet another piece of paper, He must be on tiptoe. The Great Man is
flicking his cigar lighter. Made in solid black with gold lacquer, like his front
door, if just a little smaller.

I can also smell cigar smoke - approaching.
“Oo ware you ?” The smoke gives forth English – sort of.
The accent is as thick as the fog, and the voice, though not
loud and not visible, is rather intimidating.
Still half inside the lift I say ”I‟m David Norris. I‟m working with
Ellie Styx.”
4

As casually as I can, I take the Little Whisperer‟s paper from his hand and
sneak it onto the Xerox top, sliding my own blank sheet down the back of the
machine. I‟m quite reckless now.
The modest Little Whisperer drops his hand and becomes invisible but still there
- which he seems to prefer.
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So I cross out what I‟ve written and write „big mad nun‟.
“Is this the sort of thing you mean ?” pushing the serviette towards her.

Through the fumes the cigar appears, the mouth, the face.
“Oui, oui. But oo ware you ?”
And who are you ?

“That‟ll do,” says Ellie, and dabbing her eyes with it, she pops it inside her
blouse.

Are you that Italian film star, the one who plays Gina
Lollabrigida‟s ageing, sexy lover… Rossano Brazzi ? Aren‟t you dead ?

* * *

This chap is still breathing - smoking, certainly. And speaking
– sort of.

Now it‟s gone 2 o‟clock and I‟m settling back on my Xerox lid when the Little
Whisperer plods in.

He could be a film star. He has the looks. He looks dark
orange - very technicolor-tanned - and very, very tired.

“He wants a slogan… his life… you know… his work… to tell
the world about all this… about us… Ductivity… ?”

He also has the Aristotle Onassis look - rich, suave and a few
too many teeth, though his hair is not so white. In fact his hair is three
colours.

“Ductivity ?” I ask.
“Very good,” he breathes, and plods out.
I place another blank piece of paper on my blank desk lid. My mind is blanker
than both. What now ?

At the front, his bouncing quiff is dark, with strands of silver
grey. At the sides, by his ears, he maintains some swept-back silver
wings. On top of his head there‟s a high thatch of auburn blond hair
supporting a pair of pushed-back sunglasses.
The whole concoction amounts to a bouffant – wobbling
slightly. But there‟s also a touch of the outdoors, as if someone has everso-carefully tousled it all for him, before any cameras roll.
His hair seems to have so many possibilities it might even be an
all-purpose, all-occasions wig. Does he brush up those distinguished
silver wings for Cabinet meetings ? When he‟s an international
statesman ? To make a crucial speech ? Just now his silver wings are
out proud and bristling, though it‟s only me…

Isaac is in the doorway.
“Here you are !”
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But in summer, I wonder… on the Riviera… If he just
flattened those flying sides and back-combed his hair on top – even
weaving in a little extension, possibly with gold ends – maybe using a
spare tuft or two to poke through his shirt… He would only need to
lower those sunglasses onto his face – or even leave them just where
they are and wear an additional pair – and he could stride through St.
Tropez like… well, like you or me, or like any playboy billionaire.

I had thought Mimi was perhaps 20 - and without the headache would look 18.
I‟d assumed she was a student on work-experience or maybe a community service
order. Why else would anyone be there ?
“You will write all of this down ?” Ellie begs, grasping my hand.
“Won‟t you, er…” She nearly remembers my name.

Or then again, he could dispense with his silver wings and all
the fancy tresses and just be somebody‟s sixty-ish grandad.

“Well…” But I‟d already decided I would. Otherwise I might not believe it.

But his cigar. Was it once the biggest Havana in the world ?
Now it‟s a fat two-inch stub, smouldering and reeking and pointing
straight at me.

“And put it in a letter for me ?”

And behind the smoke - Behold the Great Man ! Must be.
I back into the lift. “I‟m working with Ellie Styx,” I hear myself
apologising. “I am David Norris.”
He puffs. And I‟m not convinced either.
I should be repeating what Ellie Styx told me. I‟m here „to
polish up the Great Man‟s English style‟ so that his „most important speech ever‟
- tomorrow morning - is „punchy and persuasive‟.

“A letter…?”
“Doesn‟t matter who to…”
“In English ?”
“Whatever. Use your own words – exactly like I told you. All of
it.”

But I don‟t. I don‟t say anything else for the moment.
Ellie hands me a paper serviette and I take out my pencil and write
„overbearing hysterical Headmistress‟ under the LE PETIT
RESTAURANT DE LA PAIX logo.

“Oui, oui. But oo ware you ?”
I give in. “I don‟t really know.”
“I know. What is your doing ear ?”
6

“Just be direct. No shit.”
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“No, we must must must finish before tomorrow – “Ellie is fighting
back her tears.
“Yes, the speech…” I add, seriously. “It‟s tomorrow…”

* * *
In my overnight suitcase there‟s a sponge bag, a shirt, a vest,
underpants, and wrapped in the underpants – in great haste – is a very
rough draft of the Great Man‟s speech, which I‟d been sort of working
on all night, on the train, ever since Ellie phoned.

“No, it‟s Sunday,” says Ellie sharply, her tears turning to ice.

- Or more precisely since she‟d e-mailed the draft through to
me a few minutes afterwards…

She takes out her mobile, dials.

…and I‟d e-mailed her back saying there were only half a
dozen disconnected words and I didn‟t understand them – even
singly…

“Mi, I‟m so so so upset -” she says, letting the tears flow, then suddenly
snapping her phone shut. I wonder if Mimi shushed her.
“Mimi has her own custody problems,” Ellie confides to me.
“Oh dear.”

…and she‟d e-mailed me back huskily, urgently and close to
cyber tears to say “Don‟t screw this up, whatever you do to me…”
…which I‟d e-mailed back to say I didn‟t understand - more
than ever I didn‟t understand…
…to which she‟d e-mailed back saying “Help me ! Please !”

“Three.”

…to which I‟d e-mailed back saying I would if I could - to
which by 6 o‟clock this morning I‟d received no reply…

“Oh dear.”

But now, still in the lift with one leg off the floor, I‟m balancing
the suitcase on my knee, unzipping it enough to extract my underpants,
and attempting to slide out of them the draft speech.

“17, 16 and 15. She‟s been fighting non-stop since the first one was
born. Before.”
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In vain.
“This is - “ I want to – try to - say to the Great Man. But
instead I hear myself speaking English slowly and with his French
accent. “Zeez eez –“
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He takes the underpants out of my hand.

As if I‟ve gone.

“- Eez nuzzing…” I stutter. I‟m left holding his speech.
The Great Man strides off into another one of the four rooms,
waving my pants.
“We „ave not done nuzzing, alreadies.” He sounds worried, like
someone with less than twenty-four hours left.
I dodge out of the lift as the doors close – yet knowing at that
moment that it‟s a mistake not to go down again – and out.
“You want café ?” He‟s invisible again. “Oui ?”
“No, thank you.”

* * *
Over lunch Ellie recounts to Mimi and me her ejection from her son‟s infant
school, vividly re-living – and translating – her chat with the Headmistress:
„You bitch… He‟s only a child… You are not fit… Listen… You
have no right… Stop shouting… You are becoming hysterical…
Listen to me… You think so ?… I don‟t think so !… Listen, you
bitch…”
Ellie claims to have kept a total, dignified silence throughout. This means that
the Headmistress who is apparently in some religious teaching order must be
dangerously raving. I‟m not sure…

“Oui ?”
“Thank you.”
I pause to listen to the lift going down – a heart-breaking
sound, soft… receding…
- Then a screech ! Terrifying and very close.

Once more though, I feel my sympathies must be with Ellie. I try to put all that
wailing out of my mind.
I fail.

“What is zeez ? Nevair can I say zeez. Zeez is nuzzing.”
Because, as our meringue arrives, Ellie‟s tears begin to well.

He‟s reading my underpants.
* * *
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Mimi has already been sent back to the Great Man‟s offices to resume work
(what work ?) and instructed to hold the fort (what fort ?) till Ellie herself
returns to take over (what over ?).
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…I‟ve re-written the Great Man‟s thoughts – punchier now, I hope –
including „benchmarking‟, and I‟m consulting my watch with a prayer, when I
think I hear a kind of rustling – or shuffling.

Now somebody else is peeping out of a different room, and
beckoning. With her other hand she‟s pointing to a badge on her
breast. She is Mimi, Assistant to Ellie Styx.

A smallish, scruffy and unshaven man appears in the doorway, very mildly.

Mimi stops pointing at her badge and raises the finger to her
lips. The other one is still beckoning me in.

He‟s wearing an old tweed jacket, under it a tight green denim shirt, and a
greasy tie. He sees me looking at my watch and he looks at his watch. It‟s
12.30, already. “Good,” he says almost soundlessly.
“And I haven‟t eaten anything,” wails Ellie, who‟s looking at her watch,
too.
“I‟ve had this really, really bad headache -” Mimi replies, “ - For a
whole hour.” She‟s looking at me. Am I the cause ?
“What have you done to it ?” The little newcomer, small enough to be
standing next to me at my Xerox now, is nonetheless virtually inaudible – but
mercifully he‟s inaudible in English.

I put my own finger to my lips and tiptoe in. It‟s the Xerox
room. Tiny.
At once somebody squatting on an upside-down waste-bin
under the paper-feed gets up and scuttles out, still squatting.
“You can sit there,” Mimi whispers, and then she goes out,
squeezing past an attractive blonde teenager in leather trousers, leather
jacket and leather boots - who almost comes in.
And almost says something.
“Hi. I‟m - ”

I hand him my piece of paper and he stares at it for a full minute. I know
because I‟m staring at my watch again. 12.33.

But before I find out who, she hears something from next door,
turns her head round and she leaves too - backwards, then sideways.
As I watch, I notice that she‟s not necessarily a young woman at all.
Not necessarily one or the other. I couldn‟t read the badge on her
breast/his chest.

“Good,” he murmurs. “Benchmarking. Very good.” He plods out of
the room. “He was good,” I think he says.

I‟m just sitting down exactly where Mimi told me, when the
person who‟d gone out as I came in comes back. A young man, he‟s
standing up now and holding out a cup of coffee.
“Bonjour. Isaac,” he says, staring down at me.

Was… Nice thought.
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”Bonjour. David Norris.” I say, staring up at him.
We keep staring at one another, puzzled. Somewhere there we
swapped names. Is he me now ? Vice versa ? He isn‟t wearing a
badge.
“No. I‟m David Norris,” I repeat, emphatically, in English.
Without knowing why, I‟m pointing at my shirt pocket – where I‟m
not wearing a name-badge either.
“Yes, yes. I know. You said.” Isaac is French but speaks English
immaculately. “Here‟s the coffee you asked for.”
I slide off his waste bin under the in-tray and shuffle towards
the out-tray, balancing my coffee on the paper-feed, between the intray and the out-tray.
Isaac inches past me, collects some printed sheets from the
out-tray, turns the waste-bin the right way up, tosses all but one of the
sheets into it, pushes the bin back under the in-tray and goes out,
taking my coffee with him.
“I will find you a badge,” he says over his shoulder. “It might help

The wailing is Ellie.
She has just been expelled from school – her son‟s school. There‟s been some
misunderstanding about her taking him early for the weekend. She‟s been
escorted from the building by a posse of teachers. Mimi is sharing aspirins with
her.
I‟m struggling. I hardly like to ask about „benchmarking‟ - not in the face of
misery apparently equal to my own.
But I do.
“Just a word,” sniffs Ellie. “I‟ll be OK, Mi.”
“Just use it,” says Mimi. “OK, Ell ?”
“OK,” says Ellie. “I‟ll be OK.”

you.”
Alone now, I stand still for a moment to gather the confidence
to move back – a little - towards the in-tray. And the door.

“OK” says Mimi and makes the mistake of holding Ellie‟s hand and lifting it
up to her own forehead, where her headache is. Like a pump, this tender act
starts the tears flowing.

On my way I notice there‟s paper in the paper-feed so I take a
sheet and with my pencil at the ready I lean on the top of the Xerox
and start looking occupied. Mainly to avoid having to tell anybody else
who I am – or who they are.

“She‟sh OK now,” says Lou from outside. “She‟sh crying.”

10

Five minutes of sobbing, shushing – and scribbling…
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„We must develop our [what is benchmarking ?] to improve its impact
world wide.‟
- When I hear loud wailing from the corridor. Louder and louder… Drawing
nearer and nearer…
But the cigar smoke is stronger. The Great Man again.
“Eez still good ?” He leans over and takes back his page, now scribbled on
with my version of his still incomprehensible ideas.
And the wailing goes on, closer and closer. It‟s just outside this room.
“What eez eet ?” The Great Man might mean my „translation‟ because he
drops it back on the Xerox lid. But I can hardly hear him through the wailing.
“It‟s a draft of your draft, monsieur.” Not untrue.
He picks it up again, looks at it closely and puts it down. As he goes, he sighs
deeply and shrugs his shoulders up, then down almost to the floor.
“What eez benchmarking ?”. He despairs at my stupidity.
* * *
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Mimi re-appears, and before I can speak, she shushes me.
“Busy ?” she mouths at me, disbelievingly, and peeps over my
shoulder. She might see that the paper I‟m writing on simply says „I am
David Norris‟. So my arm creeps round to shield what I‟ve written as if
it‟s confidential. Or as if we‟re at school and Mimi‟s trying to copy.
Has she seen my… work ?
Mimi is just saying “Ah-hah”, as if she‟s onto something…
…When I smell cigar smoke drifting in…
…Followed by the Great Man - holding a piece of paper.
Mimi stops saying “Ah-hah” and stands up straight with her lips
drawn back, still making the sound, but silently.
The Great Man puts down his sheet of paper on top of my
own sheet of paper and when I look up again, he‟s not there again.
I look down at the new page, in particular at the two lines
heading the page, underlined in blue biro:
„Our organism must proceed with such benchmarking to aggravate
their impact on global systems.‟
My eyes widen and stray down the page. Often the most challenging notions –
like gibberish - come with a footnote. At the bottom, though, just more of the
same:
„Structures will not fail to benefit themselves, especially with a
methodology of such ilk.‟
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Immediately, Mimi says what I was going to say: “Excuse me. I must go
outside. I have this really bad headache.”

I feel a small wave of sympathy; at the same time I feel a big gust of cigar smoke.

She‟s seen the sentences, too

The Great Man juts his cigar at the paper he‟d dropped on my lid a minute ago.
Benchmarking… structures… Ah yes…

“Oh dear,” I say, and Mimi thinks I mean her headache.

“Good ? Yes ?”

“Thank you. I am so sorry. I don‟t know your name. See you,
probably.” And I‟m left.
But I‟m not alone.

“Excellent !” I‟m finding I can lie bilingually.
moment, monsieur.”

“Mais encore un

He rolls his eyes at my excuse – or my French - shrugs his shoulders at my
leather colleague, and goes.

As Mimi goes out she introduces me to someone coming in. “This is – Sorry,
could you ask him ?”

“He‟sh sho brilliant,” says my colleague. “I‟m Lou.”

It‟s the person in leather. “Ish not Ellie ?” she asks.
“I‟m David Norris.” I‟m also no clearer. Lou ?
I jump in with “Is Ellie coming ?” to confirm that I‟m not Ellie and because
Ellie – perhaps only Ellie - might possibly know about „benchmarking
global systems‟ and those „structures that benefit themselves‟.

“Yesh,” says Lou in a deep, throbbing voice. “I know.” And kisses me,
hard.

* * *

“She‟sh going to her shonny‟s shool.” This person also speaks English,
in Dutch, I think. “Today she hash cushtard.”

Leaning on the Xerox lid, it‟s quite easy to write. Only the words are hard.
Ellie, I happen to know, has a complex custody arrangement by which she sees
her little boy over certain weekends.
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So far I‟ve managed:
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